
November 26th       
Thankfulness Day 26. 
 
Psalm 105:1 – Oh, give THANKS to the Lord! _______________ upon His name; Make known 

His _______________ among the peoples! 

- Hebrew 3034 – yadah.  To hold out the hand, to revere, to worship with extended hands, to 
praise, to be thankful, to give thanksgiving. 

 
Ephesians 5:3-4 – 3 But fornication and all _______________________ or covetousness, let it not 

even be named among you, as is fitting for saints; 4 neither _______________________, 

nor ____________________ talking, nor coarse ____________________, which are not fitting, 

but rather giving of THANKS. 

- Greek 2169 – eucharistia (root 2170).  Grateful language to God, thankfulness, giving thanks. 
 

Today the area of my life where I am thankful to be intentional is:  
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Our life is a series of choices. 
 
We choose what we see.  We don’t have to watch that TV show, look at that website, or read 
that magazine.  We can turn the TV and computer off and never buy that reading material. 
 
We choose what we say.  We don’t have to clap back and respond with harsh words and biting 
tones.  We can take a (deep) breath, pause, and consider the impact – and influence – of our 
words before we blurt them out. 
 
We choose what we do.  We don’t have to go with the flow and go places that make us 
uncomfortable or do things we know are wrong and will cause us to repent.  We can consider the 
consequences and choose to be productive in healthy, God-honoring ways. 
 
We choose what we think.  We don’t have to accept that negative thought or condemning 
ideology trying to plant itself in our hearts.  We can reject the sinister whispers and focus on 
thoughts that bring love and peace. 
 
And God is gracious enough to allow us to choose – each time.   
Even knowing we will not always choose Him. 
Intentionally. 
Because we want to live life by our rules and for our glory. 
 
But today is a new day – and a new choice. 
So, will you intentionally choose Him today? 
 



Go Deeper: 
Why did you choose the area of intention above to be thankful about?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Go Deeper: 
How does Psalm 105:1 tell us we should be intentional?  Why is this important? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Go Deeper: 
How does Ephesians 5:3-4 tell us we should be intentional?  Why is this important?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Go Deeper: 
In what area of your life are you working on being (more) intentional?  What next step will you 
take? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Go Deeper: 
In what area are you most intentional on a regular basis: what you focus on, what you speak, 
what you do, or what you think?  Why do you think it is easy to be intentional in this area? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


